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" The next edition of the Specialized Switzerland Zumstein is rumored
to become available by the time LEMANEX, the next national stamp show in
the spring of 1978, in Lausanne, rolls around . Thus it might be appropriate
to ask a question of the editors : Why not follow suit of the Scott catalogue
and list prices for booklet panes? Zumstein does list entire booklets, at

remarkably stiff prices, and of course all the se-tenants, interspaces, and
tete-beches that come into being when printing full sheets for booklets are
listed with all details ; but booklet panes are strangely absent . WHY?

IF they are to be listed there will have to be a distinction made be-
tween prices for booklet panes that retain the selvage and those that do not.
Most used panes that are found in this country on the back of Sekula envelopes
to US customers have no selvage . Similarly, several people have asked what
value a tete-beche block of four has in relation to a normal block of four . "

(Felix Ganz in Tell/August, 1977 issue, page 154 .)
COUNTERPOINT

The issue of whether booklet panes should be listed in the upcoming
Zumstein Specialized Catalogue in addition to complete booklets and the
reasons offered for listing single panes are sound . However, it is

important that they not be priced at substantial premiums over the single
stamps in the pane regardless of the price of the booklet . Few people
realize that any Unused Swiss booklet pane may be fabricated at any time
simply by cutting the pane out of a sufficiently large multiple that has
the proper selvage and punching the staple holes . The interest in

Unexploded Booklets as well as single panes is enormous ; certainly
sufficient to justify the listing of panes, as long as their pricing
does not encourage deceptive practices.

Used Booklet panes with selvage (other than Pro Juventute Booklets)
are seldom seen ; those without selvage are generally evaluated as a used
block of 4 plus singles . If a tete-beche or se-tenant combination is
present they are figured as that combination plus singles . Tete-beche
blocks of four are generally evaluated at approximately twice the single
tete-beche pair for most items . " (Henry Gitner)

POINT
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FROM THE CIRCUIT DIRECTOR

You asked me about comments from circuit participants . First, let me assure you that,
as time consuming as the circuits are, I tremendously enjoy serving the AHPS . Hearing a
good word or a sign of appreciation (in the form of a beautifully stamped letter or a post
card), or half a sentence or a nice excuse explaining why the circuit was delayed makes it
even nicer.

A certain doctor in Boyertown evens out the dime to the next bill, for which I would
like to officially thank him on behalf of the AHPS . This money is used to offset the mail-
ing expenses of the circuits . One of the nicest letters that I received recently is from
Harold Yaeger. I especially liked the sentence, " I do not always understand what you write,
but I manage to eke out the meaning . " Well, apparently, the combination of my handwriting
and my limited knowledge of the language seemingly plays tricks on the reader . However,
this proves that nice people always try to understand.

If only the pre-printed cards would be filled out correctly, the process could be much
smoother . Would you believe that already over 500 of these cards have been sent out?
Approximately 180 have come back and about half contained all of the information needed for
a speedy process . Really, all I need is, on front, the participant's name and the circuit
number (numbers 01 to 100 for this year and 101 to 200 for next year) ; on the back, I need
the book number, such as A-100 (A-Z, 1-150 for this year, A-Z, 150-300 for next year) . The
total number of items purchased and the total amount of dollars per book purchased is also
required. If there is more than one book and one even takes the time to add everything up
it helps even more.

Would you believe that some members send circuits uninsured? : One member writes
checks for stamp purchases to the previous participant . Many complaints reach me about
high prices . Will all participants try to help me? (Mario Wiedenmeier)

"NICENESS"

" I subscribe to many philatelic papers here and overseas but I must congratulate
you and all others making Tell what it is . It is true, it is not a fancy magazine with
beautiful printing, but I would not give it for any of the fancies . It is probably the only
paper I read from cover to cover . I guess I am not a specialist (yet), but I would like to
become one, and Tell sure is the best tool I have seen . Keep up the excellent work . A . Dory .
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SHOULD I HAVE MY STAMPS EXPERTIZED?

By Walter Abt (translated by Felix Ganz)

Three main reasons seem to make stamp collectors hesitant and unwilling to have their
stamps expertized:

1. The " sure and dependable source " from which they obtained their stamps -- most
often by inheriting a family collection : grandfather to father to son;

2. Too optimistic a belief in one ' s own philatelic knowledge;

3. Fear of having to pay high expertization fees.

In addition, there is the important and psychological fear of possible ridicule
Of having one's prize possessions, proudly shown off to family and friends, declared
worthless even though one might have had nagging doubts concerning authenticity of these
very pieces for a long time . And one could not bear losing face in front of a girlfriend
or cronies who viewed one's treasures with awe but would not do so if that proudly shown
Basel Dove or Double Geneva suddenly bears a tell-tale " FALSE " mark.

Let me try to demystify all three points and to explain them in more detail.
Point One : the "Dependable source . " It is a proven fact that grandfather's or dear old
Uncle Joe ' s collections are likely to contain the greatest number of non-authentic stamps.
When groups started to collect (1890-1905) the price of a Zurich 4 already stood at $300
or that of a Basel Dove at $150 -- and that was a real lot of money then, especially for a
young man . Therefore, to fill the blank spaces in his album, he got himself so-called
facsimiles . These did not disturb him in the least and below them he could fill the pages
with seated and standing Helvetias which most often he could get for next to nothing from
current correspondence at home or at work . The facsimiles of the early stamps furthermore
had the added advantage of looking much prettier than their most often defective and/or
badly cancelled originals . And when he showed his album to his girl (later grandma) she
too was much more impressed by those clean, earliest stamps than by damaged and ugly lookin g

originals.

Similarly, the chance of finding in that same collection post-factum cancelled stamps
of the Seated Helvetia issue on granite paper (1882) is more than likely . In those years
one collected " used only " almost exclusively and gramps really disliked the looks of those
mint stamps among all the other cancelled ones . Thus he went to see his friend, the post-
master, and asked him to obliterate those items for him, or even to let him have the town
postmarker overnight . The postmaster or his clerk did not consider such a request as
violating postal directives -- no, they could thus even make sure that those uncancelled
and demonetized stamps would never be used unlawfully to pay postage . This 1882 set in
mint condition literally was a drug on the market around 1900 because the PTT sold them,
after their invalidation and from 1887 on, at these prices (face SFr . 2 .67) : one set: SFr.0.50;
50 sets at 0 .30 per set ; and in bulk over 10,000 sets, at SFr . 0 .20 per set.

Maybe I have dwelt overly long on the first point, but I believe that it is the
important reason which gives rise to false beliefs when one attempts to evaluate such an
early, family-owned, tradition-rich collection.

Point Two : would a top whizz automobile mechanic ever attempt to repair his TV set?
NO - not in his wildest dreams . But a stamp collector, once he owns a Scott or even a
Zumstein catalogue, considers himself an instant authority especially if he also owns tongs
and a magnifying glass . And he becomes a top expert if in addition he joins , AHPS and APS.
Unfortunately though, payment of a membership fee does not an expert make, even though he may
learn a lot from joining such organizations and carefully reading their periodicals . In

order to pass into the category of truly knowledgeable philatelists a lot of study and a lot
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of time becomes a necessary, intense study of all available literature but before all else,
a great amount of comparison materials -- authentic comparison items, that is.

It may be amusing to collect fakes ; but to assemble them in the hope of building a
comparative file is utterly worthless . How can one identify a stamp as being authentic if
one owns but fifteen falsifications? But assembling authentic copies of early rarities
nowadays, is almost exclusively the domain of professionals, and this leads to:

Point Three: Cost of Expertization . Basic observation : that which is not worth much,
does not cost much to be expertized, while authentic and valuable material will be truly worth
its value only if accompanied by a certificate . Realistically this means that an expert will
charge only postage, plus perhaps a one or two dollar fee for a falsification . An authentic
piece, valued by the expert at $1,000, net, may cost the owner a total of $35 . for a certi -
ficate, plus postage ; but then the piece will have a pedigree accompanied by a photograph
and a professional opinion -- and from that moment it will really be worth at least $1,000.
Experts estimate your stamps ' value rather on the low side and do not " up " their percentage-
based take for their written opinion.

And that about covers the whole situation . If Tell readers are interested, I shall be
glad to write a follow-up piece on repaired stamps some other time . In the meantime, familiar-
ize yourselves with the fees that govern all official experts for the Association of Swiss
Philatelic Societies and with their names . A chart follows in German and French on the next
page ; those preceded by a cross will issue attestations in English, if requested.

GALLATIN	 BALANCES	 BUDGET	 by : G. McDaniel - Linn ' s
Albert Gallatin was born in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1761 . He later graduated

from the College of Geneva . Leaving his fortune and social position, he came to
America in 1780 . Gallatin's various careers in America included positions as a
teacher, land speculator, statesman, financier and diplomat . His political service
began in 1795 when he was elected to the U . S. House of Representatives . As finan-
cier of his party, he was instrumental in establishing the Finance Committee (now
the Ways and Means Committee).

Because Gallatin fought for simplicity and economy in government and advocated
free trade, the Federalists in Congress considered him more an opponent than a
colleague . In 1801 President Jefferson appointed him Secretary of the Treasury.
The "Watchdog of the Treasury" was determined to reduce the national debt while
balancing the budget . Gallatin achieved his goal within six years, despite the
Louisiana Purchase in 1803.

After the War of 1812, Gallatin played an important
role in the peace negotiations with Britain and the
drafting of the Treaty of Ghent.

Having gained prominence as a diplomat, Gallatin was
appointed minister of France by President Madison,
serving from 1816 to 1823 . He also served as minister
to Great Britain from 1826 to 1827,

Gallatin left the world of politics to serve as pres-
ident of the National Bank of New York, which later
became the Gallatin Bank .
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1978 SWISS NEW ISSUES

	

(See photos in PTT ad)

The first four "Publicity " stamps of 1978, were released by Switzerland on

March 9 to mark the 800th anniversary of Lucerne; the 500th anniversary of the first
book printed in Geneva ; the second International Photo Salon in Fribourg ; and the

LEMANEX National Stamp Exhibition, to be held in Lausanne, from May 26 to June 4.
Also announced is a special souvenir sheet to be available at LEMANEX.

The first of the Publicity set is a 20-centime stamp designed by Ernest Witzig,

Lausanne, featuring the crest of the Vaud Canton, of which Lausanne is the capital.
It is intended to publicize the first national philatelic exhibition held in Switzer-
land since the highly successful NASA held in Basel, in 1971 . LEMANEX is sponsored
by the Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies with the cooperation of the Swiss
PTT and will run from 26, May to 4, June, 1978.

The 40-centime, designed by Adolf Flueckiger, of Rosshausem, is a stylized
view from the main postoffice on the south side of the Reuss River, showing the old
quarter of Lucerne. Recognizable are the City Hall, Musegg Wall and St . Peter ' s
Chapel, with the famous Water Tower and Kappell Bridge in the foreground . It commem-
orates the 800th anniversary of the central Switzerland city, which was founded in
1178 by Abbot Konrad von Murbach, one of the Lords of Eschenbach . Lucerne probably is
the most popular of all Swiss travel and tourist centers . At the head of the Lake of
Four Forest Cantons, the heart of "William Tell Country, " it is clustered with
attractions for visitors : the Pilatus Peak, museums, the Glacier Garden, Lion of

Lucerne Monument, and shopping facilities, to mention only the most popular.

The 70-centime features an adaptation of Gothic type and the title page of
"Melusine," a book printed in Geneva in 1478 . The design is by artist Albert-Michel
Petitmaitre . It commemorates the 500th anniversary of the printing and publication, on
March 24, 1478, of "Saints-Anges, " by Adam Steinshaber . Though earlier printing dates
are recorded in Switzerland, " Saints-Anges" was the first book produced in Geneva, and
led in a major way, to the establishment of the printing industry in the "City of
Calvin . "

The last of the Publicity set, an 80-centime value, advertises the Second
Triennial International Exhibition of Photography, to be held in Fribourg from June 17
to October 22 . This show brings together the best photographs by master cameramen
in all parts of the world, each eager to win one of the coveted prizes, and to give
visitors a chance of seeing top examples of this youngest of man's art form . The
design of bellows and a stylized lens (symbol of the show) is the creation of Joerg
Haegeli, of Plasselb.

The quartet will be available at all Swiss postoffices until Feb . 28, 1979,
unless stocks are exhausted before that date . They will be valid for postage without
time limitation . All are 36 x 26 mm.

In addition to the stamps, the Swiss PTT released another of its popular
miniature sheets on the same day to help pay expenses of staging the LEMANEX 78
exhibition . Designed by Celestino Piatti, the celebrated Basel artist, the sheetlet
comprises 12 adhesives framed by a hawser with anchors in all four corners . vertical
pairs in upper left and lower right are advertising labels for the show (in German,
French, Italien and Romansh), while remaining eight stamps each depict a famous,
historical steamer that plied the waters of various Swiss lakes during the last 152
years .
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It was largely the early use of watercraft across and around Swiss lakes that
gave jokesters a basis on which to hand gags about the "Swiss Navy . " The fact is

that in addition to these old steamers (and later ones) Switzerland actually have a
maritime fleet . During World War II, Swiss-flag steamers sailed from Adriatic ports
across the Atlantic with Swiss exports and returned with grain and other necessary
foods . It also has a fleet of ships that regularly sail from the Port of Basel, down
the Rhine to Dutch ports where a variety of cargo is trans-shipped . (During the

Lausanne Exposition of 1964, a submarine was built to carry passengers beneath the
waters of the Lake ofGeneva!

One of two 20-centime stamps in the sheet depicts the " La Suisse, " a two-deck

steamer built by Sulzer Bros . of Winterthur, in 1910, for the General Navigation
Company . At the time this vessel was the largest and most commodious ship, able to
accomodate 1,500 passengers . The sidewheeler still operates, carrying natives and
tourists from Geneva all around Lake Leman as far as Chillon Castle and back, often
with stops in Evian on the French side of the lake and noted for its gaming facilities.
In 1974, this famous ship was chartered by one of the delegations to the UPU centennial
congress delegations for its guests at a soiree reception, dinner and dance that
lasted into the wee hours of the next morning . (78 . long, 16 mm wide, 1400 hp two
cylinder super-heated compound engine, displacement 461 tons .)

The other 20c stamp depicts one of the first lake steamers of Switzerland : the
" Il Verbano, " which was built in 1826 for service on the Lake Maggiore which forms
the border with Italy . The sail-and-steam ship not only carried passengers but also
served a mail transport vessel between Magadino and Sesto Calende . This stamp is of
particular interest to Americans, since the "Il Verbano " was built on the initiative
of our own Consul in France, Edward Church, who also promoted navigation on the Lake
of Geneva . She was a flush deck paddle steamer propelled by a low pressure engine
built in England . She sailed under an English captain, and also carried sail.

One of four 40-centime stamps in the sheet depicts one of the latest of lake
steamers, the "MS Gotthard, " built in the yard of the Lake Lucerne Navigation
Company, in Lucerne . The third steamer of the same name began service in 1970, and
sails all around Lake Lucerne as far as Fluehlen, a few kilometers from Altdorf, where
in 1307, William Tell is reported to have shot the apple from his son's head . The

steamer ' s figurehead, symbolizing the Foen Wind, was designed and sculpted by Hans
Erni, the noted stamp designer whose father was associated with the LakeLucerne
Navigation Company for many years before his retirement . In early days, lake trans-
port was important on this lake as it connected central Switzerland with trade routes
over the St . Gotthard Pass into Italy . This is a two deck saloon type master ship:
58 .4 m long, 11 .3 m wide, 1200 passengers, two 450 hp . Super diesel engines, 235 ton
displacement.

Another 40c value shows us the " Ville de Neuchatel " , which was built in Austria
and put into service only six years ago . Navigation over the waters of the Jura district
lakes, starting in 1826, was for transport of regional passengers and merchandise, but
today is confined to tourist traffic . Able to accomodate 550 passengers, she sails
around the lakes of Neuchatel and Murten . 48 .2 m long, 9 m wide, two 360 hp . GM
diesel engines, displaces 171 tons.

The third 40 c, depicts the " MS Romanshorn, " a ship built in Kressbronn for
the Swiss Federal Railways as an extension of service from the railhead at Romanshorn
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to Friederichshafen, on the other side of Lake Constance . Until 1975 this line
operated a train ferry, but since then only passengers and road vehicles plus
some merchandise is carried . Veteran philatelists may recall the postal service
of the past, when passengers on the Lake of Constance service frequently pre-
pared covers with stamps of Switzerland, Wurttemberg and Austria, having them
postmarked at the various ports of these territories as they cruised around the
lake. Double ended ferry with Voith-Schneider screw fore and aft, carries 560
passengers and 35 cars- length 55 .5 m ., width 12 .2 m ., two 600 hp diesel engines,
displaces 457 tons.

The fourth 40c stamps shows us the "Le Winkelried, " a paddle-wheeler built
in Zurich in 1870-71, and put into service in 1871, as the then-largest vessel in
Switzerland . She was rebuilt in 1898 and laid up in 1918 . The first double-
funnel steamer of Switzerland, this old ship was named after Arnold von Winkelried,
one of the most celebrated Swiss patriots in the land ' s fight for independence.
According to history, Winkelried headed a charge against the Austrians at Sempach
in 1386 . When the enemy formed an almost impenetrable line, he rushed at it,
gathering an armful of spears into his arms and body, to form a breach into which
the Swiss were able to enter and vanquish the Austrians . 60 .8 m long, 13 m wide,
carries 1100 passengers, oscillating two-cylinder compounded wet steam 850 hp
engine, displaces 260 tons.

A single 70-centime denomination honors the "DS Loetschberg, " which began
service between Brienz and Interlaken, in the Bernese Oberland heart of Switzerland,
in 1914, and which, after 64 years, still is carrying passengers around Lake Brienz
in comfort about nine times a day . We might add that the Lake of Brienz, which
is separated from the Lake of Thun by a tiny strait at Interlaken, is so uncontamin-
ated that its waters may be consumed without hesitation . She is operated by the
Bern-Loetschberg-Simplon Railway over the widely known Loetschberg Pass that links
the cantons of Bern and Valais .

	

56 .5 m long, 12 .9 m wide, 900 passengers, 450 hp,
two-cylinder superheated compound engine, 259 ton displacement.

Finally, the 80-centime stamp commemorates the lake service of Zurich by
showing us the "DS Wadenswil, " which was built in Zurich and started sailing in
1865 on Lake Zurich . She was converted to diesel power in 1931, then withdrawn
from service and scrapped in 1965 . 40 m long, 6 .5 m wide, 300 passengers, two 125 hp
vertical triplex wet steam engines, displaces 128 tons.

The four stamps and sheet were printed by Courvoisier-Helio, SA of Chaux de
Fonds, in full-color heliogravure, on white stamp paper impregnated with a luminescent
chemical, but without colored fibres to give it the "granite " appearance . The sheets
measure 134 x 129 mm, and the stamps 36 x 26 mm form cylinders of six blocks . No
entire sheets but only cut-out blocks numbered 1 - 6.

The LEMANEX 78 sheets will be sold at post offices until July 31, unless
stocks are exhausted before then . They may be used on mail without limitation, and
buyers may, if they wish, tear individual stamps from the sheet and use them in-
dependently.

As usual, the Swiss Postal Administration has prepared official first-day
envelopes collectors may obtain for souvenir covers . There will be five for the
Publicity set : separate ones, each with an appropriate engraved cachet for individual
values, and one intended for use when a complete set is desired ; and one for the
LEMANEX 78 sheet . These are available from the PTT at 40 centimes apiece .
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Winter customs in Switzerland : events that recur every year, and in a season of snow
and cold, of short days and long nights . Customs count for a lot in the villages up in
the high valleys in winter, but even the bigger towns on the Swiss plateau are the scenes
of colourful masquerading at certain times of the winter half-year.

We moderns tend to forget that in the old days there was something uncanny and
menacing about the winter . There were no ski-lifts then, no rescue services by helicopter,
no apres-ski balls . Perhaps we ought to begin by imagining how winter looked in those
times : a landscape sunk deep in the snow, with a few farmhouses in the lonely expanse.
The crops have all been harvested and are stored under the high roof of the barn, the cows
go out into the farmyard only to still their thirst, and when they do their breath makes
white clouds in the freezing air.

The family of the peasant farmer now has comparatively few daily chores . Each can sit
daydream from time to time in the warm chimney-seat in the living-room . They tell each other
stories, often passed down for generations, and wonder what the new year is going to bring.
Everyone hopes it is going to be a good year with rich harvests, and each is prepared to do
all he can to contribute to this success.

Yet these intentions are subject to severe limitations . One is never more at the mercy
of the powers of nature, one never feels more puny, than in winter . Deep snow and short
hours of light make it impossible to undertake any major preparations for the coming year.
Avalanches threaten the farmsteads, fires can easily destroy whole villages, sickness can
sweep through house and barns, and the simple peasants are prone to see the cause of all this
in demons and powers of evil . In all the mythologies the souls of the dead are strongest and
most active when the strength of the living is at its lowest ebb . They return every year to
snatch their victims, and it is therefore quite understandable that the superstitious country
folk in past centuries did all in their power to drive off demons and to thwart the darker
forces of nature.

We have to remember that there have been ages much less convinced than our own of man's
ability to achieve anything he turns his mind to ( and they do not even lie so far back in

the past) . There were as yet no explanations for natural phenomena except that hidden
powers were at work in the offing and the obvious conclusion was that these powers must be
appeased or won over if they were not to do harm to vulnerable humans . The souls of the
dead were taken to be responsible for many haps and mishaps, and most of the winter customs
still observed in Switzerland in winter originated in man ' s preoccupation with the doings of
these unquiet spirits .
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The endeavour was, then, to lessen the obvious discrepancy between the human dream of
safety and prosperity and the limited scope offered by the real world . An accepted way of

attaining this end was to flatter, appeal to or exorcize the supernatural powers by which men

felt themselves surrounded and sometimes menaced.

Winter customs are thus one way of gaining control over the outside world . To us
moderns they appear archaic and exotic, but it is important to take account of the fact
that the meaning of the customs have changed as time has gone by and will no doubt continue
to change.

To illustrate this, we shall now take a closer look at some of the customs concerned,

scenes from which are reproduced on these pages . The Swiss ethnologist, Heinrich Burkhards,
has given us a lively description of many of them in his work on the subject.

On the evening of the 5th of December the commune of Kussmacht am Rigi in the Canton of
Schwyz is the scene of an ancient winter festival . The so-called "Klausjagen " (literally

" Nicholas . chasing" ) takes place on the Eve of St . Nicholas . There is a procession which is

led by the " Iffeler" or infula bearers, bearded figures in long white robes . Their headgear

is a huge illuminated hat reminiscent of a bishop ' s mitre . The hat has an artistic pattern

of cut-outs which are covered with coloured paper, so that the light of candles burning in
the inside of the infula can shine through and make the whole hat glow with a mysterious
" effulgence " . These luminous figures are followed by the long procession of the "Klausjager "

or "Nicholas chasers " who with their huge whips, bells of all sizes and other noisy instru -

ments form a weird contrast to their shining leaders . The procession moves through the streets

in a jerky progress . The infula bearers first advance about ten paces ahead, turning on their
own axes, then they return a little way to kneel before their unruly following after which

they continue their forward dance . The noisy rout makes its way up and down the streets till
late in the night, even visiting nearby farms and hamlets and stopping from time to time to

collect alms or to accept the proffered drinks . In earlier time the "Nicholas chasers" used

also to dance around cherry trees on their way clashing their bells against the trunks as a
magic means of ensuring a good harvest in the coming year.

The procession of Kussnacht no doubt reveals in several of its features the influence of
Christian models . This is most conspicuous in the illuminated headgear which is clearly
copied from the infula and has ornaments incorporating Christian symbolism . The fact that
the procession is now allocated to a fixed date, the 5th of December, is no doubt due to a
reaction on the part of the church, which for theological reasons could only disapprove of the
mingling of holy traditions with ancient folk customs . If it was impossible to abolish the
old customs altogether, at least they could be tied down to a single date.

But there are a number of other features of the "Klausjagen " which are older, more

powerful and more deeply rooted than the Christian allusions just mentioned : the noisy

cavalcade, the importuning of spectators for gifts, the lights in the hats, the ritual dance of
the Iffler, the beating of the fruit trees with bells . If the local specialities are sub-

tracted, what we have is this : a crowd of young men, some of them wearing masks, swarm
through the village by night making a great din and demanding forfeits . Wherever they trample

fields and orchards, better fertility is expected in the new year . Regarded in this light

this strange procession reminds us of the old legends of the armies of the dead that were said
to descend on the living in wild hordes, reproaching, punishing and calling for sacrifices,

but also bestowing, redeeming and bringing new fruitfulness.

The traces of this idea of armies of the dead sweeping over the land in a wild visitation

are found not only in the customs connected with St . Nicholas but in many other winter rites
and usages that have survived into our own times . The modern performers of these rites have
only the very faintest idea of their original significance .
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The " Klausjagen " of Kussnacht is lacking in one or two elements which would really be

needed to complete the picture of a horde of dead souls . The participants do not take people

to task, they mete out no punishments and bestow no gifts . All these features, however, are

found in the figure of St . Nicholas, who in many parts of Switzerland still comes to the

children on the same date, often in the form of a bishop, or who in other places leaves them
gifts overnight, just as does the English Santa Claus on the 25th of December.

The right of masked performers to deliver reproaches has also been retained in the
carnival celebrations . In some cases rhymed lampoons are recited, special carnival news-

papers are printed or the spectators are chaffed in a process known in Basle as "Intrigieren " ,

in Central Switzerland as "Braugen " or " Broggen " . At some carnivals special benefactory

figures also appear, as at Einsiedeln, where the " Joheen" have for centuries thrown bread-

rolls to the crowd . The gifts thus come in the old fashion, as befits the bestowing powers:

through the air.

Figures that are also known as "Klause" or "Nicholases" appear in Appenzell and in the
Zurich Oberland on the 31st of December . Thos of Zurich wear illuminated headgear like the
performers at Kussnacht, but are decked out in small cowbells that tinkle harmoniously as
they make their peculiar dancing movements . Far more numerous and more sumptuously adorned
are the masqueraders who go from farm to farm and village to village in the Appenzell area
on New Year's Eve - the so-called "Rollenklause" and "Schellenklause" . The "Schellenklause"
or "hell Nicholases" carry huge, heavy bells over their shoulders, while their companions,
the "Rollenklause" or "Roller", have round horsebells attached to their tough leather braces.
A costume still used that is thought to go back to antiquity is a kind of coat made of multi-
coloured threads, gaily-hued woodwool and straw . The masked couples - the man carries the
cowbells, the woman wears the horsebells - are particularly popular . The headgear is here
extremely rich : whole landscapes and scenes from the year's festivals are represented on
the wide-brimmed hats.

Like the mummers of Appenzell, the "Rollibutzen" of Altstatten, in the Rhine Valley
where it passes through the Canton of St . Gall, display a marked influence of Alpine folk-
lore in their costumes . The performers here wear small bells attached to their belts, and
each is armed with a small silver-coloured syringe . The girls shriek and run when they see
the "Butzen" come bounding down the streets looking for targets for their sprays . The
spraying of the girls with water was originally a rite meant to confer fertility on them.
The same intent can be seen in the old custom of throwing grain at young people, later re-
placed by little granules of plaster and today at weddings with confetti, although the
purpose has long been forgotten . The spraying of the girls was once a common custom, but
a particularly strong magic was attributed to the method used by the 'Roitschaggete ' in the
Lotschental . These famous wild figures with their fearsome wooden masks used to fill their
squirts with a mixture of water and soot . The name of 'Roitschaggete' (meaning 'smoke-
dappled ones') clearly shows that these masqueraders were formerly associated with the dark
powers that could enter and leave houses through the chimney.

Today man is much better equipped to deal with the forces of nature, yet the customs
have survived with many of their archaic elements . The mood and character of the rites,
however, have changed considerably . The outer forms have been preserved, but the purpose
has been adapted to the new conditions . Today the old customs are appreciated mostly as a
break in the routine of everyday . The social aspect, the attraction of keeping in contact
through specified behavioural patterns, has become a strong motivation for the continuation
of old customs . It is also easier, in the disguise of a jester or a demon to take liberties,
to speak one ' s mind, to let oneself go, which many people value in an age where the in -
dividual is expected to exercise constant self-control and to keep in line with the require-
ments of an orderly society.

Some mention should also be made of the marked regional variety of these customs, which
often differ from one village to the next . They also merge almost imperceptibly into carnival
festivities, at which the events of the past year are exposed to biting criticism and persi -
lage .
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Carnival on the Continent, though still in a sense a church festival, is also a last
chance to have one ' s fling before the contemplative fasting period of Lent and leads on to
Easter, also celebration of spring marking the end of the dark winter months . The spring
often seems to be hard put to it to oust the winter and in many places it is given a hand by
the burning of an effigy of winter, a snowman of cotton wool or straw . Light and fertility
symbols are also called upon to drive out winter and hasten the advent of spring.

Winter customs in Switzerland are in any case much concerned with the inclemency of the
season and the dangers it implies . The magic element is here much more strongly represented
in rites and costumes than is the case in the summer festivals such as the marksmen's meet-
ings or the harvest celebrations . Rituals and ceremonies, spells and incantations are all
directed towards getting an uncertain future under control.

"The preceding article appeared in the January, 1978 issue of "Gazette, " the Swissair

magazine . The photographs in the article would dress up your pages for the current definitives.

Write for a copy to Swissair Gazette, Schifflande 22, CH-80001, Zurich, Switzerland .)

THE QUESTION BOX

Despite the availability of numerous catalogs the real value of stamps is established when
they are sold at auction . We have had many requests for auction prices ; below are some

results from the 23 September Rolli auction . Prices are in Swiss Francs and do not include
commission and lot charges . Currently 1 Franc is worth between 50 and 51 cents.

Popular Varieties

144 Pf .5, used, 919 instead of 1919 . 1130 Francs.
215y Pf.1, double print, lightly hinged . 80 Francs.
253, Pf .5, spider in full sheet, MNH .

	

75 Francs.
261w, Ret.1, eye retouch, mint NH.

	

250 Francs.
277, Pf .2, missing spoke, mint NH. Three sold at 65,75,80 Fr.
279, Pa.1, train without mast, used, missing perf . 55 Francs.
439, A .9, Eisvogel, mint NH . 500 Francs.

Despite my relocation from Colorado to London the Question Box is alive and well . Send your

questions on any area of Swiss philately to Charles J . LaBlonde, EOARD Box 14, FPO New York

09510 . Please don't forget your SASE .



Dear Members,

Due to the large response to my question on defective material,
a new section will appear in this months auction . Captioned "Damaged
and/or Defective " I'll do my beet to describe the defects so you can
intelligently bid. Please, no returns on any of these items and all
are to be sold "as is " .

Also received are some outstanding "S" pairs that rarely appear
even at the larger auction houses.

Best of luck to all in Auction #28 . The closing date will be
June 15, 1978 . For this auction 1 Sfr = .52¢ U .S .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; Fart D6

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS

ON POSTAL MATTER ; PART VI
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ON THE EDITORS DESK

BEPEX results : Harlan Stone won best in postal history section, postal history
certificate, and Helvetia award for " Introduction and Development of Swiss Federal
Postal Rates . " Rudy Schaelchi won best in foreign section for "The History of L'stein
on the Country's Stamps " , and a silver in the Miscellaneous Section, for "Swiss Mili -
tary Mail -- Stamps and Covers, 1900-1918 . "

Another new price list has been published, this one by Michael Rogers, P .O. Box
201, Winter Park, FL 32720.

"Received today your MILCOPEX cover sent on Helvetia Day . How thoughtful and
kind of you and your staff to send such a memento to us far away Westerners . I
appreciate this ' Beau Geste ' . " Will Mollet . (Kudos to Dr . Ganz and to Ron Buege
for their efforts in making this cover available to all members .)

The March, 1978 issue of HNL carries a description of the recent Propaganda
stamps for LEMANEX, and Part I of Fred Lesser ' s tete beche, etc . article which
appeared in full in the April Tell . Elaine Wiltshire describes a Suchard adver-
tising cover from 1876 containing a flier in French, German, English and Italian
on how to make a cup of chocolate.

The August 25, 1977 "Culture Protection " 40C is almost impossible to find in
unsmeared condition, according to M . Rutherfoord . The PTT varnished the surface
after printing, which prevents the cancelling ink from being absorbed . The test
is apparently to determine means of preventing gold and silver ink from rubbing off
the forthcoming Pro Juventutes.

The green 5 SFr . stamp booklet has been re-issued with a new cover design, a
rectangular PTT signet instead of the old posthorn.

The popular set of PTT postcards showing Messengers of the 13 Old Cantons has
been re-issued with a beige background and varnished surface.

The Amateur Collector's " Swiss Philatelist " (Nos . 73/74/75, 1978) is available
from the firm for $1 .50 (write P .O . Box 242, Highgate, London N6 4LW, England).
The issue features the long article on "Fabulous courvoisier " by S .S . Kahn which

appeared in the "American Philatelist " last year . RF Bulstrode ' s Part 7 on

"Swiss Proofs and Essays " describes several Rayon II, Standing Helvetia and Libertas
proofs . He also describes the relative scarcity of several general types.

Bulstrode also describes "The Revenue stamps of Basel City, " noting three

WW II issues by the War Economy Office . Othe issues noted are revenues for 1884
share tax, 1884 etc . .contract tax, and 1922-56 Scholar ' s Accident Insurance fund.

Guido Nobel, head of the PTT, noted that philatelists spend about 20 million
Swiss franc on new issues . He was quoted at a press conference in July, 1977, and
also indicated that low value definitions will be changed every four years or so.

The issue also contains a review of Sulser ' s Soldier Stamp catalog ; a report

on the growth in Am Coll ' s price index of Swiss stamps (up to F7834 .90 in September,

1977 from F4099 in January, 1975) ; a short biography of Walter Mittelholzer ; and

a report on essays of the Rigi-Kaltbad Hotel Stamps .
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" We said we thought Wagner would be picking up a lot of awards for his Twentieth
Century " set . 'I don't know,' he said . "It might get the Chromium Formica Award.
And what ' s an award anyway? One year, a costume designer picked up a Tony for
costuming the Vatican Swiss Guard in a show . Those Swiss Guard uniforms were designed
by Michelangelo, who never even got a mention ." ( " The New Yorker, " 3/78 .)

Lichtenstein collectors will be happy to learn that E .J . Dymond has begun
publishing the "Lichtenstein Study Circle " following the death of Jack Beken.
The November, 1977 issue features Austrian postal stationery used in L ' stein,
history of post offices at Schaan and Triesen, and Boy Scout issues . $2 .75 per
year from Mr. Dymond, 97 Downlands Ave ., Worthing, Sussex BN14 9HF England.

HJMR, P.O . Box 610308, Miami, FL 33161 has issued a new list of philatelic
literature . Swiss entries include :
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